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you pass away. There are ways to add additional features to your life insurance policy
that let you customize it.
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Life insurance riders are add-ons that offer extra coverage or even ways for you to
access the money from your own death benefit while you’re still alive. Before you
purchase a life insurance policy, know the possible options for extras.

Common Life Insurance Riders
There are many kinds of life insurance riders and their availability can vary depending
on the life insurance company. Here are some of the most common.
Accelerated Death Benefit, also called a Living Benefit Rider. This is an important rider
that’s often automatically included these days in life insurance policies at no extra
charge. It lets you take an advance on your own death benefit money if you’re
diagnosed as terminally ill. Check the policy for the definition of terminal illness, which
could be defined as a life expectancy of one year or less.
Depending on the company, you may be able to take all or a portion (such as 80%) of
your death benefit amount.
Having this money could become crucial in paying medical bills or other expenses
without taking money from savings that a spouse needs. You can use the money for any
purpose. You don’t have to tell the insurer what you’re using it for, and you don’t have
to provide receipts for any expenses.
If you’re using an accelerated death benefit rider because of terminal illness, the money
will be tax-free.
Some insurers have variations on accelerated death benefit riders that let you take the
money for critical or chronic illnesses. The rules will be defined in the policy. For
example:
• “Critical illness” might be defined as a condition that would result in death within six

months if it’s not treated.
• “Chronic illness” might be defined as a condition that makes it impossible for you to

do two “activities of daily living.” Activities of daily living are generally defined by
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The trade-off is that your beneficiaries receive only whatever amount is left in the
death benefit.
Waiver of Premium Rider. This allows you to stop paying life insurance premiums if you
become disabled. The waiver applies to both the base life insurance policy and any
riders. Read the policy carefully, as the definition of “disability” can often be very
restrictive. Many policies define disability in a way that only total and permanent
disability would qualify you to use the rider.
Long-Term Care Rider. This lets you take money from the death benefit of your own
policy if you need to pay for long-term care. It’s often much less expensive to buy this
rider than to pay for a stand-alone long-term care insurance policy.
Taking money from the death benefit will lower the amount that your beneficiaries
receive.
A long-term care rider may cost several hundred dollars a month, because any
potential claim can be costly to the insurer.
Term Conversion Rider. This is a rider that lets you convert a term life insurance policy
to a permanent policy. This is useful if your health has declined but you want a
permanent life insurance policy and are worried about the high price. Each policy is
different, but you may be able to convert only part of the term life policy to permanent
coverage, while maintaining a smaller term life policy.
Your life insurance agent can tell you what your permanent life insurance choices
would be, and the new cost. Your choices will vary depending on what the life insurer is
offering. You may find you’re better off shopping for a new policy, depending on your
health.
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benefit without having to qualify with a new life insurance medical exam or health
questions.
Rates for the additional insurance will be based on your current age.
Spouse Life Insurance Rider: A spouse rider is a way of adding a limited amount of
insurance to your policy that will cover your spouse. It costs less than taking out an
entire individual life insurance policy but may not be sufficient coverage.

Are Life Insurance Riders Worth It?
Any rider will be listed separately on your life insurance policy so you can see the
annual cost. As with other insurance products, the cost is typically lower when there’s
less chance of a claim.
Try to weigh the rider’s cost with the financial risk when determining if a rider is worth
it. What’s the cost of the rider vs. the potential benefit if you use it?
If you have unique circumstances, either health or financial, it’s worth getting a
professional opinion from a financial advisor or life insurance agent. A good agent
should be able to walk through your concerns and advise on whether any riders are
worthwhile for you.
William Nunn, a Certified Financial Planner and founder of Horizon Financial Planning in
New Orleans, gives two questions to consider for any life insurance rider:
1. Do you realistically need this rider coverage now, or potentially in the future?
2. Are you able to go without it both monetarily and mentally? (Will it keep you up at
night without it?)

Adding or Dropping Insurance Riders
You should make any rider purchases when you buy the base life insurance policy.
Adding a life insurance rider later will almost always require you to go through the
underwriting process again, and likely will require another
Smalllife insurance medical exam.
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want to verify your health.
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Less Common Life Insurance Riders
Child Life Insurance Riders. You don’t need life insurance on children, but some people
choose this rider because it would provide a small benefit to cover burial expenses,
such as $10,000.
Child life insurance riders are extremely inexpensive. That’s because the coverage
amount is usually low and children have a statistically low chance of death.
Guaranteed Insurability Rider. Only found on permanent life insurance policies, such as
whole life insurance and universal life insurance, this rider allows you to increase your
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Conversely, most insurance companies will allow you to drop a rider from a policy
simply by filling out a form to authorize its removal.
Many life insurance needs are straight-forward, and the need for additional riders is
limited. But, depending on your personal circumstances, life insurance riders may be a
cost effective way to get extra coverage you want without buying a separate insurance
policy.
See our ratings to find the best life insurance companies.
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